
SUMMARY – Trees meeting with George Ferguson, Zoe Sear, Anthony Negus 
and Clive Stevens on 17th April 2014 

 

1). The Mayor endorsed the approach to set up an external fund raising body. 

Actions: 

- TreeForum (with Gus Hoyt and Richard Ennion) to detail the requirements to 
make trees “externally investable”. Already one success with HSBC; to include 
program to replace 900 stumps (£330 each),  private and memorial trees, 
provide value for sponsors (e.g. plaques, PR, also books, art….). Needs clear 
Council policies e.g. pricing, trees as capital/tree lifecycle costing and their 
maintenance.  To recognise the benefits/value of trees in different locations: 
car park planting, community orchards, garden planting requires incentives 
and protection (recognising limitations of TPOs) etc. The Mayor expressed a 
preference that this Bristol Tree Fund is best done under a BGC2015 banner. 

2). The Mayor endorsed the TreeForum’s approach to engage with 
communities, developers and NPs.  

Actions: 

- TreeForum (with Gus Hoyt and Richard Ennion) to engage all sectors of the 
community to encourage tree planting and protection. Ideas include: 
explanation of BCS9 policy, tree road-show for NPs, more local tree champions 
and reps, identification of new sites (surveys by the public) and enhancing 
people’s experience of a tree’s lifecycle starting with moveable forest and PiPs, 
to greenways and tree trails through to heritage/ancient trees (e.g. community 
listing). Stands at fairs, website/twitter, increase links and networking, 
encourage different sectors of society to engage with trees etc. 

The Mayor expressed a preference that some can comprise BGC2015 projects. 

3). The Mayor stressed that there is no extra money, so fund raising is key and 
that the TreeForum should take a lead in making this happen. Details to be 
worked out between Richard Ennion, Gus Hoyt and TreeForum;  And to report 
back any issues that the Mayor can help with. 


